Wine list
Whites

Reds

FLYING ZEBRA, CHENIN BLANC, SOUTH AFRICA
£3.70 / £4.65 / £6.65 / £18.50
Fresh and light fruity white wine, with flavours of
lemons and limes, very refreshing.

FINCA RAMOS, CABERNET SAUVIGNON MERLOT,
CHILE £3.70 / £4.65 / £6.65 / £18.50
A perfectly balanced red with strong black fruits
and structure coming form the Cabernet Sauvignon
softened by the subtle red fruits and spice from the
Merlot.

125ML / 175ML / 250ML / BOTTLE

VILLA D’ELSA, PINOT GRIGIO, ITALY
£3.90 / £4.90 / £6.95 / £20.50
Soft floral hints, citrus fruits and notes of apples and
pears on the long refreshing finish.
TOOMA RIVER, CHARDONNAY BLANC, AUSTRALIA
£4.20 / £5.70 / £7.95 / £22.95
Packed with grapefruit, lime and melon flavours, all
bound up with a zesty, crisp citrus balance which cuts
through to the finish.
LA COUR DES DAMES, SAUVIGNON BLANC,
FRANCE £4.70 / £6.20 / £8.35 / £24.50
Intense scents of fruit mingled with typical Sauvignon
aromas such as gooseberries, passion fruit, green
tomatoes, wild strawberries and lemons.
LA JOYA GRAN RESERVA, VIOGNIER, CHILE
£26.95
Notes of peaches, white flowers, and tropical fruit on
the nose. Fresh palate with citrus and ripe pineapple
notes. Medium bodied with balanced acidity and a
persistent finish.
PIERRE PLANTEE, PICPOUL DE PINET,
FRANCE £27.50
Bright mouth-watering flavours of mandarins, pink
grapefruits and fresh lime, combine to make this a
crowd- pleasing wine to enjoy.
DARK HORSE, CHARDONNAY, USA £28.00
Oaked and full of big, ripe stone fruits. Vanilla and
peach with lemony freshness.
GREYROCK MARLBOROUGH, SAUVIGNON
BLANC, NEW ZEALAND £29.50
Full of ripe gooseberry and passionfruit, intense
tropical fruit and lime flavours, with sweet grassy
notes; the rich minerality of the vineyard soils come
through the palate to give a rich lingering finish.
FERRER VIONTA, ALBARINO, SPAIN £35.00
Complex fruit aromas, with kiwi and melon as stand
outs giving way to a melange of ripe fruits but brought
to a peak of peaches. A long finish, highly aromatic
with just a touch of bitterness.
LAROCHE PETIT CHABLIS, CHARDONNAY,
FRANCE £38.00
A delicious youthful character, the kind of wine you
love, to wake up your palate.

125ML / 175ML / 250ML / BOTTLE

JEAN JULIEN, SHIRAZ, FRANCE
£3.90 / £4.90 / £6.95 / £20.50
Soft black fruits and pepper spice, this medium bodied
red is smooth and fruity with a good balance of
tannins and structure.
FLYING ZEBRA, PINOTAGE, SOUTH AFRICA
£4.20 / £5.70 / £7.95 / £22.95
Lots of red berry, plum and mineral flavours, together
with the grapes characteristic gamey notes and hints
of burned rubber and banana.
LA COUR DES DAMES, MALBEC, FRANCE
£4.70 / £6.20 / £8.35 / £24.50
This Malbec is ruby-red coloured with red hues.
Elegant, with a spicy and refined nose, it is soft and
well-structured on the palate with fruity flavours and
the tannins that bring elegant length.
MONOLOGO RIOJA CRIANZA, TEMPRANILLO,
SPAIN £26.95
Redcurrant, sloes and cherries, coupled with notes of
vanilla, pepper, toast, tobacco leaves and a light
smokiness from its time in barrel.
LANGLOIS CHATEAU SAUMUR ROUGE, CABERNET
FRANC, FRANCE £32.00
A leafy, fresh example of Cabernet Franc, with notes
of cassis and raspberry. A supple start develops into
noticeable but round tannins with powerful red fruit
flavours. Well balanced, fresh and juicy.
CHATEAU LA CROIX ST EMILION, FRANCE £35.00
This is mostly made from the Merlot grape variety
with a smaller quantity of a grape called Cabernet
Franc added. It comes from the village St Emilion in
Bordeaux. This wine has flavours and aromas of plums
and blackcurrants with gentle spicy notes.
RONGOPAI, PINOT NOIR, NEW ZEALAND £29.95
The bouquet shows earthy dark fruits and spicy
strawberries with a touch of cedar. Flavours of
raspberry and cherry lead the palate into some dark
tarry notes with a hint of vanilla.

Rosé

Wine list

125ML / 175ML / 250ML / BOTTLE
CA DEL LAGO, PINOT GRIGIO, ITALY
£3.70 / £4.65 / £6.65 / £18.50
A light Pinot Grigio blush from northern Italy with
refreshing cranberry and raspberry fruit and a lifted,
zesty finish.
JEAN JULIEN, CINSAULT, FRANCE
£4.25 / £5.90 / £7.95 / £23.50
Dry and fruity, summer raspberries, strawberries
and a crisp clean finish. A great all rounder.
LA PROMENADE COTE DE PROVENCE, FRANCE
£4.90 / £6.90 / £8.95 / £26.50
A beautiful expression of Provence rosé, refreshing,
elegant and delectable wine with notes of citrus and
red berries. The finish is round and flavourful.

Fizz

GLASS / BOTTLE
CANAL & NUBIOLA BRUT CAVA £6.25 / £32.00
Pale straw yellow in colour with clean Mediterranean
fruit aromas of melon and nectarine. It has a certain
sweetness in harmony with its slight acidity.
IL CORTIGIANO PROSÉCCO £5.50 / £29.00
Dry style of Prosécco with lots of juicy fresh fruit
flavours. Lemons, apples, pears and a smooth creamy
bubbly finish.
CHIO PROSÉCCO £6.95 / £35.00
Refreshing and crisp, this wine is fantastic on its own or
enjoy with some olives and cured meats.

Champagne
GLASS / BOTTLE

GUY LAFORGE BRUT £9.95 / £44.00
Made traditionally in Aÿ this classic house Champagne is
fresh and approachable with lovely fruit character.
COMTESSE DE GENLIS ROSÉ £10.50 / £48.50
Ripe strawberry and vanilla flavours, enhanced by classic
baked biscuit characteristics and a crisp finish.
LAURENT PERRIER BRUT NV £69.50
A stylish, elegant Chardonnay based champagne with
great complexity and freshness.
VEUVE CLICQUOT YELLOW LABEL NV £75.00
Full-bodied, rich and fruity with great elegance and a
delightful long finish. A full, dry, rounded champagne of
high quality.
LAURENT PERRIER ROSÉ NV £95.00
Clear and wonderfully fresh, aromas of red and black fruit
like raspberries, black cherries and blackcurrants.
DOM PÉRIGNON £195.00
The best known of the deluxe champagnes - from the
Moet house.

